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Abstract 
Chang, MS., C.Y. Tang and R.C.T. Lee, Solving the Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph problem by 2-relative neighborhood graphs, Discrete Applied Mathematics 39 (1992) 
1-12. 
In this paper, we discuss the Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph problem. We shall 
first define a k-relative neighborhood graph which is similar to the relative neighborhood graph 
first proposed by Toussaint. In a k-relative neighborhood graph, a lune contains less than k 
points. We then show that there exists a solution of the Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph problem which is a subgraph of the 2-relative neighborhood graph. With this informa- 
tion, we propose an algorithm to find a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph as 
follows: (1) Construct a 2-relative neighborhood graph. (2) Use the binary search technique on 
the sorted edge sequence of the 2-relative neighborhood graph to find a Euc!idean bottleneck 
biconnected edge subgraph. The construction of the 2-relative neighborhood graph takes 0(n2) 
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time and there are C(n) edges in a 2-relative neighborhood graph. The testing of biconnectivity 
takes O(n) time since the number of edges is O(n). The total time complexity of our algorithm 
is 0(n2). 
I. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider the problem of constructing the Euclidean bottleneck 
biconnected edge subgraph, which is defined as follows: We are given a set of points 
in the plane. A subgraph constructed out of the above set of points is biconnected 
if every pair of points is in a simple cycle. A Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph is a graph resulting by connecting some points into edges such that the 
resulting graph is biconnected and the longest edge is minimized. Consider Fig. l(a). 
For this set of points, a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph is shown 
in Fig. l(b). The concept of the Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph is 
a special case of the bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph discussed in 1131. We 
shall repeat their definition here for readers’ convenience. Given an undirected 
graph G = (V, E) with edge cost function c where 1 V I= n and IE I= m, define the 
maximum cost of a subset E’ of E as M~x~,,~ c(e) where c(e) is the cost of edge e. 
For a subset E’ of E, graph (V,E’) is called an edge subgraph of G. A bottleneck 
biconnected edge subgraph is a biconnected edge subgraph where the maximum cost 
of its edge set is minimized. 
The problem of constructing a bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph of an un- 
directed graph G is a typical bottleneck optimization problem [5]. Parker and Rar- 
din [13] proposed a straightforward algorithm to solve this problem in O(m*) time. 
Their algorithm is as follows: First sort all edges in nondecreasing order. This can 
be done in O(m log m) time. Assume that 
c(e,)sc(e2)r-Ic(e,). 
Let Gi=(V;Ei) where Ei=(el,ez,..., ei } and 1 s is m. Then use sequential search 
tecf;niqJe to find the minimum number i* of i such that Gi* is biconnected. The 
testing jf whether a graph is biconnected takes O(m) time [l]. In the worst case, 
this algorithm will perform O(m) biconnectivity tests. Therefore, the time complexi- 
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ty of Parker and Rardin’s algorithm is O(m2). In fact, we can use binary search 
technique to search for i *. That is, let ei be the middle of the sorted sequence of 
edges. We test if Gi is biconnected. If yes, we choose a smaller i and if no, we 
choose a larger i and test the biconnectivity again. This binary search procedure will 
terminate in at most O(log m) iterations. Thus the total time complexity of this 
algorithm is O(m log m). We can use this algorithm to construct a Euclidean bot- 
tleneck biconnected edge subgraph as follows: First construct a complete graph Gc 
where the vertex set is the set of the given points and the edge costs are Euclidean 
distances between points connected by edges. Then use the above algorithm to find 
a bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph of Gc. In this way, the Euclidean bot- 
tleneck biconnected edge subgraph caE be found in O(n2 log n) time since 
m = @(n2). 
In our paper, we shal1 still use the binary search approach. Yet, we shall point 
out that we really do not have to consider all of the @(n2) edges because we are go- 
ing to solve a Euclidean bottleneck optimization problem. Indeed, we shall show 
that we only have to consider O(n) edges because there is a Euclidean bottleneck 
biconnected edge subgraph which is a subgraph of the 2-relative neighborhood 
graph. The 2-relative neighborhood graph was defined by Chang et al. [2,3], and 
is an extension of the relative neighborhood graph (RNG) defined by Toussaint [151. 
It was shown that a 2-relative neighborhood graph contains only O(n) edges. 
Besides, constructing a 2-relative neighborhood graph takes only 0(n2) time. Our 
algorithm would first construct a 2-relative neighborhood graph and then conduct 
a binary search on this special graph. The time complexity of our algorithm is 
0(n2) + O(n log n) = 0(n2). 
One application of Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraphs is to find an 
approximation solution of the Euclidean bottleneck traveling salesperson problem 
[ 131. Using our algorithm to find a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge sub- 
graph, we can produce an approximation algorithm for the tiuclidean bottleneck 
traveling salesperson problem in O(n2) time. This will be discussed in Section 4. 
Concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 
2. A property of the Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph 
In this section, we shall show a very important property of Euclidean bottleneck 
biconnected edge subgraphs. Since we are considering a set of points on the plane 
and our problem is a bottleneck problem, naturally it is expected that if two points 
are connected, they must be quite close to each other. We can show that there exists 
one Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph which is a subgraph of a 
2-relative neighborhood graph defined by Chang et al. [2,3]. 
For readers’ convenience, we shall repeat their definitions here. For two points 
p and q, LUN,, denotes the set of points in the plane enclosed in the regi,;r formed 
by two circular arcs where one is centered at p and the other is centered at q. Both 
Fig. 2. 
arcs are with radius dpq which is the Euclidean distance between p and q. Figure 2 
shows the lune of points p and q. In other words, 
The k-re!ative neighborhood graph of V, denoted by kRNG( V) or simply kRNG, 
is the undirected graph with vertices V such that for each pair p,qe V, (p, q) is an 
edge of kRNG(V) if and only if ]LUN,, fI I/ 1 <k, for some fixed positive number 
k. Obviously, kRNG( V) is a subgraph of (k+ l)RNG(V). When k> 1 V I- 2, 
kRNG(V) is the complete graph induced on V. If (p, q) is an edge of kRNG, we 
say that p and q are k-relative neighbors. Figure 3 shows a set of points and its 
IRNG. Figure 4 shows 2RNG(V) of the set of points in Fig. 3. kRNG is an exten- 
sion of the relative neighborhood graph defined by Toussaint [ 151. 
In the following, we shall prove that there exists a Euclidean bottleneck bicon- 
netted edge subgraph where every lune of its edges contains no more than one point 
of V. We shall prove this by showing that, given a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected 
edge subgraph where some lunes of its edges contain more than one point of V, we 
can successfully transform it into another where every lune of its edges contains less 
than two points of I/. The transformation procedure is as follows: 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
Procedure T. 
Input: A Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph (V, E,,). 
Output: A Eudidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph where no lune of its 
edges contains more than one point. 
Step 1. Let Ebf be the set of all edges in Eb whose lunes contain more than one 
point of V. If & = 0, then return (V, Eb) and stop; else go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Select an edge eps E Ew where dpg is equal to the maximum cost of EN. 
Step 3. Since LLJN, contains more than one point of V, there exist two points 
u and u inside of LUN,. Then, Eb = &, - (e, f + teOfi, spur e,,,, eqU I.
Step 4. Go to Ste;- 1. 
To show that Procedure T is correct, we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. After Step 3 of Procedure T, IV, Eb) is still a Euclidean bottleneck 
biconnected edge subgraph. 
Proof. To show that the edge subgraph after Step 3 is still a Euclidean bcttfeneck 
biconnected edge subgraph, we have to prove the following two statements: (a) The 
maximum cost is not increased after Step 3. (b) The new edge subgraph is still bicon- 
netted. Since the cost of the edge deleted is greater than the maximum cost of edges 
added, it is easily seen that statement (a) is true. Now we shall prove statement (b) 
as follows: 
A graph is said to be biconnected if every pair of its vertices can be visited by at 
least one common simple cycle. We shall show that after Step 3 of Procedure T, for 
any pair of vertices  and t there still exists a cycle visiting both s and 2. Since the 
old edge subgraph is biconnected, for any two points s and I of V, there exists a 
common cycle B visiting both s and t. If ep4t$ ‘8, after Step 3, the new edge 
subgrxph still contains I which of course visits both s and t. If e,,,E B, then there 
are three cases: 
Case 1: 8 visits neither u nor u. In this case, e- (ep,!} + {epr,,euq) is a cycle in 
the new edge graph which visits both s and f. 
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Case 2: %) visits only one of u and v. Without losing generality, assume that @ 
visits v. Their g- (e,] + (e,,,,e,,) is a cycle of the new edge graph which visits 
both s and t. 
Case 3: g visits both u and v. Without losing generality, assume that g is divided 
into four parts: (a) path Pup from v to p, (b) edge epq, (c) path Pql, from q to u, and 
(d) path PUU from u to v. There are three subcases: 
Case 3.1: s and t are visited by either path Pup or path P’U. In this case, 
POP U (e,,,) U Pql( U (2q,;} is a cycle in the new edge subgraph which visits both s 
and L . 
Case 3.2: s and t are visited by either path PUP or path PUU. In this case, 
& U {e,,) UP,,” is a cycle in the new subgraph which visits both s and t. 
Case 3.3: s and t are visited by either path PqU or path P,,,. In this case, 
P&l u C,u u ce,, 1 is a cycle in the new subgraph which visits both s and t. Cl 
Lemma 2.2. Procedure T wiH terminate in a finite number of steps. 
Proof. Every time Step 3 of Procedure T is performed, epq is removed from Eb. 
Because the cost of the edge deleted is larger than costs of all edges added, the edges 
removed never appear in Eb again. Since there are only n(n - 1)/2 edges, Step 3 will 
be executed less than n(n - 1)/2 times and Eb’ becomes empty finally. Thus Pro- 
cedure T will terminate in a finite number of steps. 0 
By using the above two lemmas, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. For 1 V I> 2, the?*e xists a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph where every iune of its edges contains less than two points of V. 
Proof. If 1 V I>2, then there exist s a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph. Use it as input to Procedure T. When Procedure T terminates, Eb# is 
empty. In other words, every lune of edges in Eb contains no more than one point 
of V. From Lemma 2.1, it is easily seen that (V, Eb) returned by Procedure T is a 
Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph. Therefore, we have successfully 
found a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph where every lune of its 
edges contains no more than one point of V. III 
We include the followin; corollary because we believe it might be interesting to 
researchers of graph theory. 
Corollary 2.4. AN k-relative neighborhood graphs are biconnected for k 2 2 and 
IV! >2. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3, for ( V [ > 2, 2-relative neighborhood graphs are bicon- 
netted. By definition, the k-relative neighborhood graph of V is a subgraph of the 
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(k + I)-relative neighborhood graph of V. Hence all k-relative neighborhood graphs 
arc biconnected for k> 2 and ( V I> 2. 0 
We have proved that there exists a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph where every lune of its edges contains no more than one point of V. In 
other words, there exists a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph which 
is an edge subgraph of 2RNG. Thus, we propose the following algorithm to solve 
the Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph problem: 
Step 1. Construct 2RNG out of the given set of input points. 
Step 2. Solve the bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph problem on this 2RNG. 
The binary search algorithm for the bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph problem 
on a general graph as described in Section 1 can be used. The time complexity of 
this algorithm is O(m log m). Thus the time complexity of our algorithm depends 
on the time complexity of constructing a 2RNG and the number of edges of 2RNG. 
It will be shown in the next section that constructing a 2RNG takes O(n2) time and 
the number of edges of 2RNG is O(n). Therefore Step 2 of the above algorithm can 
be completed in O(n log n) time and the time complexity of our algorithm is 0(n2). 
3. Constructing k-relative neighborhood graphs 
In this section, we shall show how to construct a k-relative neighborhood graph 
(kRNG) from a set of points in the plane. We will construct a kRNG from its 
supergraph called kGNG defined by Chang et al. [2,3] too. Tt was shown that the 
number of edges of a kGNG is less than O(kn). We can check each edge of kGNG 
to determine whether it is an edge of a kRNG or not. Checking an edge takes O(n) 
time. Therefore it takes O(kn*) time to find kRNG from kGNG. Since the 
algorithm we propose to find kGNG takes 0(kn2) time, the total time complexity 
to construct kRNG is also 0(kn2). 
Let us repeat he definition of kGNG here for convenience too. Let p be a point 
of V. Divide the plane into regions relative to p as shol!:n in Fig. 5. The regions are 
Fig. 5. 
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s-axis 
formed by three lines passing through p and having angles of O”, 60”, and 120”) 
respectively, with the x-axis. The regions are numbered counterclockwisely as shown 
in Fig. 5. Use Ni(p) to denote those points of V in the ith region (including bound- 
ary but excluding-p) of p, for 1 ri(6. Note that Ni(p) may be empty. For example, 
in Fig. 6, WP)= (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,x,~,z). 
Let p and q be points of V, and q E Ni(p). q is said to be a k-geographic neighbor 
of p in the ith region if the number of points in the set {u 1 v E N::(p) and dpu<d,J 
is less than k. The set of all k-geographic neighbors in the ith region of point p is 
denoted as kGNi(p). In Fig. 6, 5GNr(p) = (a, 6, c, d, e,f,g}. The k-geographic 
neighborhood graph of V in the ith region, denoted by kGNGi(V) (or simply 
kGNGi), is defined as the undirected graph with vertices V and edge set Ef for 
1 ~i~6 such that for each pair of p,q E V, (p, q) E E: if and only if either p is a k- 
geographic neighbor of q in the ith region or q is a k-geographic neighbor of p in 
the ith region. Figure 7 shows a set of points and its 2GNGr graph. The union of 
the above graphs is called the k-geographic neighborhood graph of V, denoted by 
kGNG(V) (or simply kGNG). That is, 
kGNG(V) = (V, Ei) where EA = 6 Ef. 
i=l 
The k-geographic neighborhood graph is an extension of the geographic neighbor- 
hood graph (GNG) defined by Katajainen and Nevalainen [9]. In fact, 
lGNG=GNG. 
With the above definition in mind, we have the following facts [2,3]: 
Fact 3.1. For 15 i(6, the nutnber of edges of kGNGi( V) is less than 3kn. 
Fact 3.2. The set of edges of kRNG is a subset of the union of edge sets Of kGNGi 
for 1 ri53. 
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Fact 3.3. The number of edges of kRNG is less than 9kn. 
We propose the following algorithm to find kGNG’s and kRNG’s. For each 
region i of each point p, we keep two lists of points, kGXi(p) and kGI&p) and 
one distance kri(p)* Initially, kGXi(p) and kG&(p) are empty and kri(p)=W. 
kGXiip) and kGli(p) keep potential k-geographic neighbors of p in the ith re- 
gions. Any two points of kGXi(p) have the same distance away from p. kri(p) 
is the distance between any point of kGXi(p) and p. The distance between any 
point of kGIi(p) and p is less than kri(p). 1 kGIi(p)I is kept less than k. For 
each pair of points (p, q) of V, we examine which region q is contained in. Sup- 
pose that q is contained in the ith region of point p. If dP4= kri(p), then q is in- 
serted to list kc&(p). If dpq< kri(p), then q is inserted to list kGIi(p). When- 
ever a point is inserted to list kGIi(p), we shall check whether IkGli(p)I = k. If 
I kGli(p)I = k, then we form new kGl,(p), kGXi(p) and kri(p) as follows: Let 
new kr@) be the maximum distance of points in old kGli(p) to p. New kGXi(p) 
will be the set of points in old kGli(p) with distance to p equal to new kri(p). 
New kGIi(p) keeps the points in old kGIi(p) with distance to p less than new 
kri(p). After all pairs of points of I/ have been examined, then the union of 
kGIi(p) and kGXi(p) will be the set of h-relative neighbors of p. Since a pair 
can be examined in O(k) time, kGNG can be constructed in 0(kn2) time. And 
then, we check every edge of kGNGi, I z~iz~ 3, to see if it is an edge of kRNG. 
Each edge is checked in O(n) time. There are 9kn edges in the union of kGNGi 
for 15 is 3. Thus the checking can be done in O(kn2) time and we have the fol- 
lowing theorem: 
Theorem 3.4. Given a set of points V in the plane, kGNG(V) and kRNG( V) can 
be constructed in 0(kn2) time. 
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Having Fact 3.3, Theorem 3.4 and the discussion a; the end of Section 2, we con- 
clude the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.5. The Euclidean bottleneck &connected edge subgraph problem can be 
solved in 0(n2) time. 
4. Finding an approximation solution of the Euclidean bottleneck traveling sales- 
person problem by using our algorithm 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph as defined in Section 1. A bottleneck Hamiltonian cycle 
in graph G is a Hamiltonian cycle in graph G where its maximum edge cost is the 
minimum among all Hamiltonian cycles of graph G. The bottleneck traveling sales- 
person problem [7] is to compute a bottleneck Hamiltonian cycle of a given graph 
G. The Euclidean bottleneck traveling salesperson problem is a special case of the 
bottleneck traveling salesperson problem where 5, is a set of points on the plane, 
edges are links between points and the cost of an edge is the Euclidean distance be- 
tween the two points connected by the edge [I 11. Both problems are NP-complete 
[6,11]. Parker Lnd Rardin gave an approximation algorithm for a special case of the 
bottleneck traveling salesperson problem where the cost function satisfies the triangle 
inequality [131. (Hochbaum and Shmoys [8] also discussed similar bottleneck prob- 
lems.) They proved that if the given graph is a complete undirected graph and the 
cost function satisfies the triangle inequality, then the maximum cost of the 
Hamiltonian cycle found by their algorithm is less than or equal to 2 times the max- 
imum cost of a bottleneck Hamiltonian cycle. Their algorithm is as follows: 
Step 1. Compute a bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph. 
Step 2. Find a Hamiltonian cycle in the square of the bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph found. 
Since Step 1 can be done in O(n’ log n) time as shown in Section 1 and Lau [lo] 
showed that finding a Hamiltonian cycle from the square of a biconnected graph 
can be done in O(n*) time, Step 2 can be done in O(n*! time. In other words, the 
time complexity of this approximation algorithm is O(n* log n). Their algorithm 
can be applied to the case of the Euclidean bottleneck traveling salesperson problem 
too. If our algorithm for finding a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph 
is used in Step 1, then we have an O(n*) approximation algorithm for the Eucli- 
dean bottleneck traveling salesperson problem. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We have shown that we can find a Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph from 2RNG. This result leads to an efficient algorithm for solving the 
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Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge subgraph problem. Hence, the time 
complexity of Parker and Rardin’s approximation algorithm for solving the 
Euclidean bottleneck traveling salesperson problem is improved from 0(n2 log n) 
to O(n2). 
Following the submission of this paper, it was pointed out by Su and Chang [14], 
that kRNG is a subgraph of the dual graph of the kth order Voronoi diagram [4], 
assuming that no four points are cocircular and 1 V I~2k (an anonymous referee also 
pointed out that the union of the Delaunay triangulation and the dual of 2nd order 
Voronoi diagram contains 2RNG). Lee [12] showed that the number of edges of the 
kth order Voronoi diagram of an n-point set is O(kn). He also proposed an in- 
cremental algorithm to construct the kth order Voronoi diagram in O(k*n log n) 
time. Therefore the number of edges of the dual graph of the 2nd crder Voronoi 
diagram is O(n) and it can be constructed in O(n log n) time. Under the constraint 
that no four points are cocircular, the Euclidean bottleneck biconnected edge 
subgraph problem can be solved by using the dual graph of the 2nd Voronoi 
diagram. Our approach does not require this constraint. 
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